Spindle pole body duplication defective yeast cells are more prone to membrane damage.
Correct separation of chromosomes during mitosis is essential for preventing genetic instability and aneuploidy. Such separation is dependent on correct duplication of the nuclear-associated microtubular organizing center, i.e., spindle pole body (SPB), in fungi. MonoPolar Spindle 2 (MPS2) is an essential gene, encoding a membrane protein required for the insertion of SPB into the nuclear envelope. We recently reported that the SESA complex, which is composed of Smy2, Eap1, Scp160, and Asc1, suppresses the essential role of MPS2 (Sezen et al. 2009, Genes & Development 23:1559-1570), i.e., in SESA-active cells Mps2 becomes nonessential. We also proposed that the SESA network facilitates this insertion by altering the membrane lipid composition (Sezen 2015, FEMS Yeast Research 15:fov089). In addition, we are interested in the antifungal properties of essential oils and previously reported that membrane integrity of yeast cells is impaired upon exposure to turpentine, thyme, oregano, and orange peel essential oils (Konuk and Ergüden 2017, BioCell 41:13-18). Due to our continuing interest in the SESA system and the mechanisms by which essential oils affect yeast cells, we aimed to investigate the effects of essential oils on yeast cell membranes. Herein, we show that mps2∆ 2µm-SMY2 and mps2∆ pom34∆ cells, in which the SESA complex is active and SPB duplication is defective, are more prone to membrane damage upon treatment with essential oils.